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Acura's all-new TL replaces the defunct Vigor in the lineup, and heralds the debut of a new
nomenclature scheme at Honda's upscale division. Seems consumers were getting too cozy
with names like Legend, Vigor and Integra, and weren't paying much attention to the fact that
these were Acuras. By switching to letters and numbers, Acura hopes to focus more attention
on the Acura brand name. Within several years, all Acuras will be designated by alphanumeric
names, except the NSX, which won't be changing. The TL comes in two flavors: 2. Each model
gets unique front styling, though at first glance you'll be hard-pressed to see the differences.
The V6 is shod with larger tires as well, though the 2. Inside, the TL is sumptuously comfortable,
as long as you're riding in the front seat. While the TL is larger inside than the Vigor it replaces,
the rear seat is still no picnic for big passengers, and the rear windows won't go all the way
down. Smaller people will feel quite comfortable on the supportive rear bench. The quality of the
interior materials and the feel of the switchgear approaches that of the vaunted Lexus ES ,
though some glossy plastic on the armrest door handles detract from the ambiance. Exterior
styling is attractive, but unadventurous. Still, we prefer the Acura to the Infiniti I30, which looks
like a Maxima with lots of aftermarket garbage hung on it. The TL looks sleek, with a long, high
hood, small greenhouse, and abbreviated rear deck. The tail treatment is too close to Toyota's
Avalon, and the rear bumper fascia is too characterless for a near-luxury entry. Overall, we like
the conservative TL. It should compete fairly well in this crowded price segment, if it can
manage to steal some attention from the I30 and Oldsmobile Aurora. Available styles include 2.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Acura TL. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Vigor replacement designed to do battle with new Infiniti I30 and the Lexus ES in the
near-luxury segment. Cleanly styled with room for four, the new TL comes with either a 2. Read
more. Write a review See all 40 reviews. Outrates my past Cadillac. I have had this acura for four
years now and it out performed my previous STS Cadillac. The only repair which I have had to
do in the last four years was to replace the muffler. Overall great car!!!! I take care of it so it will
last, why deal with car payments for a new one Read less. Hi there! I just wanted to share my
personal experience in driving an Acura 2. I'm still driving this vehicle, and it still runs well. I
bought my acura in from a private party with about , miles on it. Since then it's been extremely
reliable, the only thing I have spent money on is brake calipers for rear left wheel. Other than
that I have had no issues. My car has now miles on it and it still feels the same. I would highly
recommend acura to anybody who wants to buy a used car. I bought my 2. It now has k miles
and it still going strong. My teen son drove it for 2 years, my teen daughter drove it for 1 year,
now I am driving it again, and it takes me everywhere without problems. I commute 4 hours
round trip combo of highway and city daily! See all 40 reviews of the Used Acura TL. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the TL. Sign Up. David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video
above shows how to replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Acura TL in addition to
the fuse panel diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated
seats, high beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances
are you have a fuse that has blown out. If your TL is experiencing electrical problems, you
should always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to
change. Some Acuras have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above
will show you where the interior fuse box of your TL is located. If your TL has many options like
a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have
multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in
question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your TL, make sure you replace it with one that
has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component
in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional
mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is

a short or some other problem with your TL. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Car Displayed: Acura TL 3. Share on. Full list of
part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Change a flat tire. Learn where your spare tire and jack are located before
you need it on the side of the road. Rotate your tires. Rotate your tires at least three times per
year. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor oil leaks in your car. Determine if
your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is located and how to determine if it needs to be
changed. See all videos for the Acura TL. We have a massive and growing video library, but we
don't have everything Acura's all-new TL replaces the defunct Vigor in the lineup, and heralds
the debut of a new nomenclature scheme at Honda's upscale division. Seems consumers were
getting too cozy with names like Legend, Vigor and Integra, and weren't paying much attention
to the fact that these were Acuras. By switching to letters and numbers, Acura hopes to focus
more attention on the Acura brand name. Within several years, all Acuras will be designated by
alphanumeric names, except the NSX, which won't be changing. The TL comes in two flavors: 2.
Each model gets unique front styling, though at first glance you'll be hard-pressed to see the
differences. The V6 is shod with larger tires as well, though the 2. Inside, the TL is sumptuously
comfortable, as long as you're riding in the front seat. While the TL is larger inside than the
Vigor it replaces, the rear seat is still no picnic for big passengers, and the rear windows won't
go all the way down. Smaller people will feel quite comfortable on the supportive rear bench.
The quality of the interior materials and the feel of the switchgear approaches that of the
vaunted Lexus ES , though some glossy plastic on the armrest door handles detract from the
ambiance. Exterior styling is attractive, but unadventurous. Still, we prefer the Acura to the
Infiniti I30, which looks like a Maxima with lots of aftermarket garbage hung on it. The TL looks
sleek, with a long, high hood, small greenhouse, and abbreviated rear deck. The tail treatment is
too close to Toyota's Avalon, and the rear bumper fascia is too characterless for a near-luxury
entry. Overall, we like the conservative TL. It should compete fairly well in this crowded price
segment, if it can manage to steal some attention from the I30 and Oldsmobile Aurora. Available
styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Acura TL. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Vigor replacement designed to do battle with new Infiniti I30 and the Lexus ES
in the near-luxury segment. Cleanly styled with room for four, the new TL comes with either a 2.
Read more. Write a review See all 40 reviews. Outrates my past Cadillac. I have had this acura
for four years now and it out performed my previous STS Cadillac. The only repair which I have
had to do in the last four years was to replace the muffler. Overall great car!!!! I take care of it so
it will last, why deal with car payments for a new one Read less. Hi there! I just wanted to share
my personal experience in driving an Acura 2. I'm still driving this vehicle, and it still runs well. I
bought my acura in from a private party with about , miles on it. Since then it's been extremely
reliable, the only thing I have spent money on is brake calipers for rear left wheel. Other than
that I have had no issues. My car has now miles on it and it still feels the same. I would highly
recommend acura to anybody who wants to buy a used car. I bought my 2. It now has k miles
and it still going strong. My teen son drove it for 2 years, my teen daughter drove it for 1 year,
now I am driving it again, and it takes me everywhere without problems. I commute 4 hours
round trip combo of highway and city daily! See all 40 reviews of the Used Acura TL. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.

Sponsored cars related to the TL. Sign Up. Click on each color image to see a larger view of
Acura Interior Colors and to find which vehicles these colors apply to. Please highlight the color
ID directly below the box of the color you require and copy the ID including the letter suffix onto
your clipboard so that it may be pasted onto your order form when placing your order. We have
tried to reproduce these colors as accurately as possible. Please keep in mind that color
representations may vary depending upon screen monitor settings, browsers and many
different factors. We can provide you with factory original colors based upon "Color Name"
only. Trim codes do not necessarily provide us with sufficient information to identify the correct
interior color for your application. To obtain the correct "color name", you may check the
specification or "build" sheet that came with the vehicle for the trim color "name". If that is not
available, please contact your local dealership and provide them with the VIN number of your
vehicle. The interior or "trim color name" can be retrieved through their computer system. If you
do not see your particular color listed on this chart, please read the information at the bottom of
this page. If you do not see the "NAME" of your color, please click the image closest to your
color for a list of name differences. AH Silky Ivory. AH Graystone. AH Lt Quartz. AH Classy
Gray. S Pure Black. AH Dk Graphite. AH Quartz. AH Graphite Black. AH Umber. AH Parchment.
AH Mild Beige. AH Saddle. AH Taupe. AH Jewel Gray. AH Lt Taupe. AH New Ivory. AH Fern. AH
Eucalyptus. AH Lt Cream Ivory. If you do not see your color listed on this chart:. The samples
which we match our colors to have been obtained from upholstery and trim sample books,
provided by or authorized by, the individual car makers. If you do not see your color listed here,
it may be due to the fact that we do not have an accurate sample to match to. Some of the
samples that we have in our library have been collected from actual vehicles already in service.
These samples may have been collected by our field technicians as they performed restoration
services on theses cars, or by the actual owners, wishing to perform restorations themselves.
These samples have been collected from inconspicuous areas and are free from dirt, wear and
fading. If you wish to send us a sample of a color that is not listed, please feel free to do so. You
will not only get the exact color for your vehicle, but you will also be helping others with the
same situation by aiding us in providing exact color matches for even the most obscure colors.
If you do not see your color listed on this chart: The samples which we match our colors to
have been obtained from upholstery and trim sample books, provided by or authorized by, the
individual car makers. When the San Francisco 49ers needed to defeat the Dallas Cowboys to
reach the Super Bowl, they carefully assessed their strengths and weaknesses and then, piece
by piece, assembled a team that could do the job. The rest is history. When John F. Kennedy
committed the U. Olympic figure skating team Anyway, Acura sees itself in a similar competitive
role with Lexus. This is the volume segment for luxury car companies, the class that pays most
of the bills-and Acura considers the Lexus ES the car to beat. The Vigor, first released for the
'92 model year, didn't do the job; it couldn't capture the imagination of luxury-car buyers, and
according to Vigor owners, was handicapped by a lack of a V-6 option and interior space. But
now, the automaker has reevaluated its battle plan, made the necessary changes, and hopes it
has the right stuff to beat the Lexus at its own game. The TL Touring Luxury series consists of
two models: the 3. Although both share nigh-identical body styling, each has its own distinct
driving personality. The 3. The 2. The TL's designers have opted for a clean, conservative
styling approach similar to the latest Honda Accord incarnation. It's not a look that will crank
heads on the highway, yet it's one about which you can feel good while shuttling clients or
pulling up at the local country club. The TL's lines may speak with a soft voice, but they speak
unmistakably of success. Perhaps most importantly, the newest Acura speaks of comfort. At
This helps provide almost 5 additional inches of rear legroom a commodity noticeably lacking in
its progenitor. The TL is also almost an inch wider and 3. Certainly not lost on the designers is
the fact that the TL exceeds the ES in most of the above dimensions, as well; the most
prominent difference is the almost 2 inches of extra rear legroom and 1. Inside the 3. A
generous helping of wood-grain simulated, but effective adorns the dash, center console, and
door panels. The stereo and climate-control clusters utilize large, easy-to-access buttons and
switches. Leather abounds. Opting for the Premium Package brings heated front seats, a
four-way power front passenger seat, power moonroof, and heated side-view mirrors. Purring
under the hood is a 3. It's based on the Legend's standard V-6 engine, but includes several
refinements, primarily in the area of emissions control and OBD II on-board diagnostics
compliance. Acura's tests indicate the car is capable of running mph in 8. Our most recent time
for an ES was 8. The V-6's significant other is a slick-shifting four-speed automatic
transmission. Based on the Legend's unit, it features a new grade-logic control, which reduces
the frequency of fourth-to-third shifts on hills for smoother driveability. The Legend's
traction-control system also is available as part of the 3. On the road, the Acura 3. Depress the
accelerator and power comes on with an impressive quietness and even-tempered smoothness

that belie its quick response. Road and wind noise also are effectively soaked up, creating a
cocoonlike cabin environment you'd expect from cars costing much more. The four-wheel
double-wishbone suspension mirrors the powertrain's luxury feel, with a plush, well-controlled
ride that damps out bumps and small road imperfections. We took the TL over a variety of road
surfaces at Honda 's proving grounds in Tochigi, Japan, from freeway expansion joints to
broken blacktop and potholes, and were rewarded with controlled, isolated performance even
on the roughest surfaces. The speed-sensitive variable power-steering system is practically
effort-free at idle-ideal for tight parking-lot maneuvering. It firms up some at speed, but remains
very light feeling-too much so for our tastes-at a highway pace. The system offers good
on-center feel, with no wandering, and in turns, the response is pleasantly accurate and linear.
Cornering brings on the kind of body lean expected of the 3. Clearly, this is a car that places
luxury first and enthusiatic driving second-exactly as it should be in this market. Ultimately, the
TL is the kind of car that you can bond with very easily. It's quick, quiet, roomy, and a pleasure
to drive. The TL is a car that will once again have midluxury buyers thinking Acura, and the
engineers at Lexus had better be paying close attention. What's in a name? Acura has been
doing a great deal of pondering on that very subject. The decision makers feel that this will
focus more attention on the Acura name and help reinforce the marque's luxury appeal in the
minds of buyers. The switch will take place as each new model is introduced. However, the
process is not without its pitfalls. Dropping the Vigor name was relatively easy since it never
established a strong following. But dumping the Legend and Integra names could be risky.
Instead of a quick, cold-turkey swap, as in the case of the TL, the division may opt to phase in
the new designations as part of the model's current name; for example, the new Legend could
be called the "Legend 3. Then, down the line, the "Legend" designation would be quietly
eliminated. The NSX, by the way, will remain unchanged. Visually, the differences are slight,
identified in the front only by a shorter grille with horizontal bars and a blackened bar in the
front spoiler's air intake slot it's body-colored on the 3. Inside, the difference is most noticeable
in the 2. This TL is powered by the 2. Its horsepower and pound-feet of torque reportedly is
enough to propel the car from mph in 9. A firmer sport-tuned suspension, similar to the Vigor's,
delivers a little more road input into the passenger cabin, but compensates with a sharper, more
responsive cornering ability and more balanced, neutral handling than the 3. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Scott Killeen photographers Rik Paul writers. Fuel capacity, gal.
Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Acura TL Air Filter. Acura TL Wiper Blade. Acura TL
Catalytic Converter. Acura TL Headlight. Acura TL Radiator. Acura TL Wiper Arm. Acura TL Axle
Shaft. Acura TL Control Arm. Acura TL Brake Disc. Acura TL Steering Wheel. Acura TL Water
Pump. Acura TL Oil Filter. Acura TL Oxygen Sensor. Acura TL Timing Belt. Acura TL Alternator.
Acura TL Drive Belt. Acura TL Emblem. Acura TL Mirror Switch. Acura TL Seat Switch. Acura TL
Seat Motor. Acura TL Arm Rest. Acura TL Bumper. Acura TL Cigarette Lighter. Acura TL
Window Regulator. Acura TL Hood Latch. Acura TL Tailgate Lock. Acura TL Tailgate Latch.
Acura TL Trunk Latch. Acura TL Torsion Bar. Acura TL Ashtray. Acura TL Mud Flaps. Acura TL
Parking Sensors. Acura TL Rims. Acura TL Spoiler. Acura TL Shift Knob. Acura TL Cargo Net.
Acura TL Trunk Tray. Acura TL Car Cover. Acura TL Splash Guards. Acura TL Wheel Locks.
Acura TL Alloy Wheels. Shop for Acura TL Parts. It had always been the best-selling model until
It had been produced through four generations until it ended production in Available powertrain
included 3. As a mid-size luxury car, Acura TL pursues high performance, which results in a lot
of problems as well. Based on Acura TL's drivers' experience, here are the most common
problems happened to TL: First, excessive oil consumption. To be honest, it is nearly an
inevitable problem for most luxury cars. According to Acura TL owners, except for that, the
engine performance would suffer such as bad gas mileage, overheating, strange noises,
dropping oil pressure and misfiring. What's more, obvious leaking oil can be found in the front
of the motor. It is no wonder that it is consuming such a lot of oil. Second, braking system
issue. This issue has attached a lot of attention as it is very important in safety. As its wearing
speed often has something with its used times, Acura TL drivers complained that they had to
replace brake pad set regularly. Except for above auto parts, wiper blade is not only important
but also easy-to-wear. Once you find it works not as usual, please make sure the wiper arm and
wiper blade are at the best condition. And fresh, heathy air should rely on a proper operated
cabin air filter. For some fans of Acura TL, emblem is also their favorite part. If you are looking
for a high quality but affordable Acura TL OEM auto part, then you can select freely from our
apprehensive range of TL genuine auto parts at the lowest price. In addition, we offer stellar
customer service and fastest delivery service. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning
Customer Service. The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is
financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your
lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a

singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort,
performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When comparing vehicles using our
Rating System, it's important to note that
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the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most
exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its
class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles
of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect
for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Acura TL. Colors generally differ
by style. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Est Monthly Loan. Style: - 2.
Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the
interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom
Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the following way: 5-Star: Outstanding
vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Style: 2. New Car Quick Quote Acura.
Please select a model Select Model. Get Your Price.

